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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an emerging technology for electronic labeling of objects for the purpose of automatically
identifying, categorizing, locating, and tracking the objects. But in their current form RFID systems are susceptible to cloning
attacks that seriously threaten RFID applications but are hard to prevent. Existing protocols aimed at detecting whether there are
cloning attacks in single-reader RFID systems. In this paper, we investigate the cloning attacks identification in the multireader
scenario and first propose a time-efficient protocol, called the time-efficient Cloning Attacks Identification Protocol (CAIP) to
identify all cloned tags in multireaders RFID systems. We evaluate the performance of CAIP through extensive simulations. The
results show that CAIP can identify all the cloned tags in large-scale RFID systems fairly fast with required accuracy.

1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are becoming
ubiquitously available in varieties of applications such as
inventory control and object tracking. In a large RFID system,
each tag with a unique identification (ID) number is attached
to an object [1, 2]. The reader can use the ID to search the
information of the object and track it [3]. If the IDs and the
information of some tags are replicated by the attackers, the
cloned tags can be produced. Cloning attack is a grave threat
to RFID systems and has attracted wide attention due to its
practical importance. For example, RFID tags are the labels of
the items in warehouse; since the cloned tags behave exactly
the same as genuine tags, counterfeit products can be injected
into legal items, causing financial losses [4]. Such problem
also appears in applications of healthcare, military, logistics,
and so forth [5]. In this case, we can not validate the quality
or authenticity of tagged objects.
Aiming at solving the security problem in RFID system,
a lot of researchers have invested much vigor. Many international standards have been proposed, such as ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 29167, which can

effectively address security protection problem. However,
these standards are designed for tags, where the tags could
perform security mechanism, whereas this may boost the
computation burden of the tags. Thus ISO 29167 standards do
not fit the large RFID system. We need to find a more useful
approach to settle this problem.
These threats can not be addressed by improving physical architecture that protects the genuine tags from being
replicated [6]. These schemes aim at using cryptography and
encryption to make tags harder to clone, which are the most
intuitive approaches. But they require additional hardware
resources and key management strategies [7], which is infeasible for low-cost RFID tags. Though the research community
can provide these incremental improvements, it is still not
practical to replace or upgrade off-the-shelf tags, since there
are already more than 30 billion RFID tags produced globally
in 2013 [8]. There is a more promising scheme that aims at
verifying tag behaviors against predefined attributes such as
the tags location [9, 10]. Although additional hardware is not
required, it may leak sensitive information of the items, which
is not expected. There are also many prevention protocols
proposed in related work, but most of them focus on cloned
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tags detection, such as [11]. That is to say, they can only detect
whether there are cloning attacks or not. For the powerlimited RFID tags, the operational communication distance
is very limited. Even for the active tags, the communication
distance is only on the order of 100 feet [12]. Hence, in
large-scale RFID systems multiple readers are requisite to
ensuring the coverage of the region. However, these existing
protocols are not suitable in multireader scenario. In this
paper, we investigate the cloning attacks identification in
the multireader scenario [13]. In many cases, time efficiency
and reliability are the most important performance criterions
for the solutions. Based on this, we propose a time-efficient
protocol, called the time-efficient Cloning Attacks Identification Protocol (CAIP) to identify cloned tags in large RFID
systems with multiple readers. To avoid leaking the sensitive
information, we do not broadcast the tag ID in our protocol.
We use the constructed Bloom filter to efficiently identify the
tags in the communication range of one reader (called wanted
tags). Then the reader uses multiple hash functions to arrange
a unique time slot for each wanted tag. These tags reply to the
reader in their own slot. In this way, the protocol execution
time is drastically reduced.
Taking the first step toward cloning attack identification
in multireader environment, the paper has the following
contributions:
(i) This paper proposes CAIP, a pioneer cloning attacks
identification scheme. CAIP does not require tag
IDs as a priori, which can secure privacy-sensitive
applications in large-scale RFID systems.
(ii) We make extensive use of Bloom filter and multiple
hash functions to improve the time efficiency. Apart
from this, we also exploit the physical layer information to further reduce the operation time.
(iii) CAIPs identification accuracy and execution time are
analyzed theoretically. The analysis results can guide
protocol configuration for the tradeoff between them.
(iv) We validate the performance of CAIP through extensive simulations. The results show that CAIP can identify all the cloned tags in large-scale RFID systems
fairly fast with required accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the related work in Section 2. Section 3 gives the
system model and problem statement. The detailed design of
CAIP is presented in Section 4. The evaluation of our scheme
is exhibited in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6.
In Acknowledgments, we give all organizations that funded
our research.

2. Related Work
In the existing work, a large body of research has been conducted on various issues in RFID systems, such as information collection, RFID identification, cardinality estimation,
and item monitoring.
The existing protocols can be classified into three broad
categories: Aloha-based [14–16], tree-based [17], and hybrid

[18]. In Aloha-based protocols, the reader broadcasts a query
request to the tags in its query range. On receiving the
query request, each tag chooses a time slot, with a certain
probability, to transmit its information. The tags cannot be
identified due to tag-tag collisions if more than one tag
chooses the same time slot. In tree-based protocols, the reader
detects whether collisions occur and divides the tag set into
small subsets if there is a collision. The reader repeats the
process until no collision occurs. Our proposed protocol is
based on frame-slot Aloha protocol.
RFID systems include tags which are attached to objects,
RFID readers that read and write data on tags, and backend systems that store and share data. Cryptographic RFID
tags are currently widely available in the HF band, but today
there are no cryptographic tags commercially available in
the UHF band. Cloning attacks threaten Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) applications but are hard to prevent.
Conventional solutions comprise prevention, authentication, and detection. Most existing prevention protocols use
cryptography and encryption to make tags hard to clone
[19, 20]. But they require additional hardware resources and
key management strategies.
Authentication is a sharp weapon against counterfeit tags
that carry valid IDs but forged keys [21]. It includes readerto-tag and tag-to-reader authentication. Several tag-to-reader
authentication protocols have been proposed in [22, 23]. They
are most pseudorandom numbers and hash functions. But
cloned tags hold not only valid IDs but also valid keys.
Detection measures do not require cryptographic operations from the tags but they make use of visibility to detect
cloned tags or changes in the tag ownership. Reference [24]
developed a system that essentially detects cloned RFID
tags or other changes in tag ownership in an access control
application using intrusion detection methods. Many other
solutions have been presented [6, 25].
These protocols aim at detecting whether there are
cloning attacks and they are not suitable in multireader RFID
systems. However, in many cases, we want to identify all the
cloned tags. In this paper, we investigate the cloning attacks
identification in the multireader scenario and propose a timeefficient protocol, called the time-efficient Cloning Attacks
Identification Protocol (CAIP) to identify cloned tags in large
RFID systems with multiple readers.

3. System Model and Problem Statement
3.1. System Model. Consider a large-scale RFID system with
numerous tags and multiple readers. Every tag carries a
unique ID and has the capability of performing certain
computations as well as communications. These readers are
reasonably deployed and each of them has a communication
region. The tags distributed in a readers communication
region, called interrogated tags, can communicate with the
reader.
We assume that all the RFID readers have access to a backend server, which stores all the IDs of all tags. All the readers
are synchronized by the back-end server and can be logically
treated as one. This assumption is necessary and it is also
made in [26]. We can get the IDs by updating the database
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when the items move into or out of the RFID system. This
is what a typical RFID system management procedure will
do. Even if the IDs are lost due to a database failure, we can
easily retrieve them by operating the ID-collection protocols
such as [17]. In addition we assume that cloned and original
tags are in the interrogation region of the system at the same
time.
Communications between RFID readers and tags adopt
time slot, which follows the Reader-Talks-First protocol [2].
At the beginning, the reader transmits a command query
to initialize each round of communication. At the same
time, the clocks of tags are well synchronized by the signal
received from the reader. Then, several tags respond during a
subsequent slotted time frame. If no tag responds in a slot,
the slot is called empty slot; if only one tag responds, it is
called a singleton slot; if more than one tag responds, it is a
collision slot. A singleton or collision slot is called a nonempty
slot. In many cases, we only need to separate the nonempty
slots from the empty ones, where the tags can transmit onebit short responses (i.e., 0 represents empty and 1 represents
nonempty). Otherwise, we need to determine whether a slot
is an empty slot, singleton slot, or a collision slot; the tags
should transmit a multibit long-response, which is 10 bits in
the Philips I-Code system.
Philips I-Code system belongs to ISO 15693 Standards,
and I-Code system could offer simultaneous operation in the
covered file of the reader. Thus when there exists a clone
tag, there would be two same tags in the inventory, one is
authentication, and the other is counterfeit. And the same
tag has the same ID, which means in the process of hash
function these two same tags would acquire the same value.
Meanwhile, the same value means these two tags choose the
same slot to respond to the reader’s inquiry. That is the reason
why collision slot appears. Let us consider in reverse, if we
identify the conflicting tags, we have recognized the cloned
tag.
In this paper, we denote the length of tag slots, used to
transmit the 96-bit ID or a segment, as 𝑡tag . The lengths of a
long-response slot and a short-response are denoted as 𝑡𝑙 and
𝑡𝑠 , respectively. We adopt the parameters of Philips I-Code
system in our numerical examples and the simulation. With
respect to the waiting time between the transmissions, 𝑡tag =
2.4 ms, 𝑡𝑙 = 0.8 ms, and 𝑡𝑠 = 0.4 ms.
3.2. Problem Statement. The problem is to design an efficient
protocol to identify all the cloned tags with minimum
execution time in a multireader RFID system. In the rest of
the paper, it is also termed as the multireader cloned tags
identification problem.
The multireader cloned tags identification problem is
quite different from cloned tags detection in the single-reader
scenario. In the single-reader system, all tags communicate
with one reader. However, in a multireader RFID system, each
reader has its own communication region. Although each
reader has access to the IDs of all tags, it has no knowledge
about the tags in its interrogation region due to the mobility
of the tags. Hence, we should first find the wanted tags, which
makes the multireader cloned tags identification problem
complicated and challenging to be addressed.
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The cloned tags hold the information of genuine tags
including the ID, so the collisions can not be addressed
by arbitrating channel access among tags. That is to say
the tags with the same ID will respond in the same slot.
Based on this observation, we can assign a singleton slot
for each tag; if the expected singleton slots turn to collision
slots, we can determine that the tag is cloned. Therefore, we
have to determine whether a slot is singleton or collision,
which means that the tags must transmit long-response to the
reader.
We assume that there are 𝑛 tags in a large-scale RFID
system 𝑁. Let 𝑀 ⊆ 𝑁 represent the set of tags in a readers
interrogation region, and 𝑚 is the number of 𝑀. Let 𝑆 ⊆
𝑀 is the set of attacked tags and 𝑠 presents the number of
𝑆. Our aim is to identify 𝑆. The reader need first identify
the interrogated tags 𝑀 in order to find the cloned tags set
𝑆. To fast and reliably identify these interrogated tags, we
introduce Bloom filter. Then, we use multiple hash functions
to allocate a singleton slot for each interrogated tag. If one tag
is cloned (i.e., the attacked tag), the expected singleton slot,
corresponding to the attacked tag, will turn to a collision slot.

4. Time-Efficient Cloning Attacks
Identification Protocol (CAIP)
To address the problem, the reader first identifies the interrogated tags through Bloom filter. Then, we use multiple hash
functions to allocate a singleton slot for each interrogated
tag. By finding the tags corresponding to collision slots,
the attacked tags set 𝑆 can be determined. In this section,
we present the time-efficient Cloning Attacks Identification
Protocol (CAIP) in detail. Section 4.1 gives the procedure
of identifying the interrogated tags, which takes advantage
of the synchronized physical layer transmissions to distributively construct the desired Bloom filter. Sections 4.2 and 4.3
show how to arrange time slots for tags using a hash function
and multiple hash functions, respectively. The procedure of
identifying all the cloned tags is presented in Section 4.4.
Finally, we give the execution time analysis in Section 4.5.
4.1. Interrogated Tag Identification. Bloom filter is a simple
space-efficient probabilistic data structure for representing
a set and supporting membership queries [27]. Hence, if
the tag set 𝑀 can be transmitted to the reader in this
form, the overhead for identifying interrogated tags could be
significantly reduced [28]. It is a challenge to construct the
Bloom filter in the case that the reader has no idea about 𝑀.
Another challenge is how to improve the utilization rate of
time slots in order to reduce the execution time.
In this phase, the reader first broadcasts an operation
code, which contains two parameters 𝑤 and 𝑘. 𝑤 represents
the size of the Bloom filter and 𝑘 is the number of the hash
functions. That is to say, we use 𝑘 hash functions to construct
the Bloom filter.
We denote the 𝑘 hash functions as ℎ1 , ℎ2 , . . . , ℎ𝑘 , each with
the range of {0, 1, . . . , 𝑤 − 1}. When receiving the operation
code, each tag in 𝑀 generates a 𝑤-bit array, which is initialized to 0. With 𝑘 hash functions using each tags ID as the
seed, each tag sets the positions ℎ1 (ID), ℎ2 (ID), . . . , ℎ𝑘 (ID) in
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Figure 1: We use a simple example, where each tag uses three hash functions to construct the Bloom filter, to illustrate the procedures of the
interrogated tag identification.

the array to 1. We call this array Bloom filter vector. Then,
all the tags in 𝑀 simultaneously transmit their own Bloom
filter vector. In the physical layer, an idle carrier represents 0
and a busy carrier represents 1 [29]. The reader receives the
superposition of all the Bloom filter vectors transmitted from
the tags and generates a new 𝑤-bit array V.
We use a simple example, where 𝑘 = 3 and 𝑤 = 9, to illustrate the procedures of the interrogated tag identification, as
shown in Figure 1. Once constructing the V, the reader hashes
each tag in set 𝑁 to 𝑘 positions ℎ1 (ID), ℎ2 (ID), . . . , ℎ𝑘 (ID)
in V. For the tags in set 𝑀, all the positions should be 1
(such as tag with ID1 ). If any of them are 0, the tag is not
in 𝑀 (such as the tag with ID4 ). However, according to the
property of Bloom filter, a tag may be not in 𝑀, but all the
𝑘 according positions are 1 (such as the tag with ID5 ). This is
false positive. We denote the tag set retrieved by the reader
̃ The expected cardinality of false positive tags can be
as 𝑀.
represented as 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚), where 𝑝 is the probability of false
positives.
In the following, we show how to determine the parameters 𝑤 and 𝑘. The false positive probability 𝑝 can be
represented as
𝑘

𝑝 = [1 − (1 −

𝑘
1 𝑘𝑛
) ] ≈ (1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑛/𝑤 ) .
𝑤

(1)

With a given 𝑚 and 𝑝, the length of the Bloom filter vector
can be written as 𝑤 = −(𝑛 × ln 𝑝)/(ln 2)2 , and the optional
value of 𝑘 is 𝑘 = (𝑤/𝑛) ln 2.
4.2. Assigning Tags to Time Slots Using a Hash Function. In
̃ It can start to
the above section, the reader attains the set 𝑀.
̃ Intuitively, we can broadidentify all the cloned tags from 𝑀.
cast each tag ID and wait for its long-response. If collisions
occur, this indicates that this tag is attacked. Otherwise, the
tag is not attacked. We call this protocol Polling Identification
Protocol (PIP). However, it is not efficient and can leak the
sensitive information. In our protocol, we do not broadcast

the tag IDs or indices. At first, we show how to arrange time
slots for tags using a hash function.
At the beginning of a phase, the reader first broadcasts the
query command to all the tags in its communication range,
which contains the random number 𝑟 and the frame size
𝑓, where 𝑟 is used by the hash function and it is different
in each phase. Considering an arbitrary phase, we assume
that there are 𝑚 tags not identified. That is to say, we do
not know whether the 𝑚 tags are attacked or not. Therefore,
we only consider assigning time slots for these tags. Clearly,
𝑚 = 𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚) in the first phase.
We know that when the frame size 𝑓 = 𝑚 , the slots
utilization is the fullest. The probability of slots utilization



is 𝑃1 = (1 − 1/𝑚 )𝑚 −1 ≈ 𝑒(𝑚 −1)/𝑚 ≈ 𝑒−1 ≈ 36.8%.
Hence, in each phase, the reader sets 𝑓 = 𝑚 . Before the
reader transmits a request, they have to determine which tags
should respond in this phase and which slots in the frame
they should be assigned to. The reader should avoid assigning
more than one tag to a slot in order to reduce wasted slots.
The reader selects a random number 𝑟 and maps the IDs to
the slots through the hash function. Then they know which
slots are singleton slots (i.e., the useful slots) and which are
not singleton (the wasted slots). The reader constructs an 𝑛 bit indicator vector, where each bit corresponds to slot in
the current frame. If only one tag corresponds to a slot, the
representative bit in the vector is set as 1; otherwise, it is set as
0.
In each phase, the reader broadcasts a query consisting
of the indicator vector along with 𝑓 and 𝑟. If the vector is too
long, the reader divides it into 96-bit segments, which is equal
to the length of the tag ID, and transmits each of them in 𝑡id .
Once receiving the query, the tags know the index 𝑖 of the
slot it mapped to using the same hash function and 𝑟. Each
of them knows whether its slot is useful or not by examining
the 𝑖th bit in the indicator vector. If the 𝑖th bit is 1, the tag
will transmit a long-response in the 𝑖th slot in the current
frame. Otherwise, it will keep silence. It should be noted that
the tag can receive the required segment instead of the whole
indicator vector since it knows which segment is the one it
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Figure 2: An example, where 𝐾 = 2, is presented to illustrate the process of the construction of hash-selection vector.

looks for. The tag can keep stand-by to save energy until it
receives its segment.
We can see that only 36.8% of a frame is useful slots. That
is to say, in each frame, 63.2% of all the slots are wasted. This
motivates us to propose the more efficient protocol CAIP.
4.3. Assigning Tags to Slots Using Multiple Hash Functions. In
this section, we explain how to arrange a singleton time slot
for each of the tags with 𝐾 hash functions.
It is different from the single-hash protocol presented
above. In each phase, we use 𝐾 hash functions to map each
tag to a singleton slot. It has 𝐾 rounds. In the first round,
we use 𝐻1 to assign tags to slots. If only one tag maps to the
slot 𝑖, the tag is removed from being further considered in the
remaining rounds and the slot is labeled as occupied slot. In
the end of the first round, all the nonsingleton slots are labeled
as unoccupied slots. The remaining tags and the unoccupied
slots will participate in the second round. The second round
is similar to the first round; all the remaining tags are mapped
to the unoccupied slots using hash function 𝐻2 . After this
round, the unassigned tags and unoccupied slots will take
part in the third round.
Repeat this process using the remaining hash functions
for 𝐾 rounds. After 𝐾 rounds, the reader knows the subset of
tags assigned to singleton slots and the hash functions each
of these tags use. If a slot is still remaining unoccupied after
𝐾 rounds, it will participate in the next frame.
In Figure 2, an example, where 𝐾 = 2, is presented to
illustrate the process of the construction of hash-selection
vector. In Figure 2(a), there are four tags (ID2 , ID5 , ID6 , ID7 )
assigned to singleton slots with the hash function 𝐻1 in
the first round. In Figure 2(b), ID4 and ID8 are mapped to
singleton slots in the second round using 𝐻2 . Finally, the
reader constructs the hash-selection vector 𝑉 according to
the two rounds as shown in Figure 2(c).
4.4. Cloning Attacks Identification. In this section, we present
the efficient Cloning Attacks Identification Protocol (CAIP).

At the beginning of the CAIP, we first find out the interrogated tag set 𝑀 from 𝑁. Then, we identify all the
cloned tags based on multihash functions, which had two
phases.
In the first phase, before transmitting the query command, the reader determines which tags are mapped to which
slots as mentioned in previous sections. Then, it constructs
an [𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚)]-element hash function vector 𝑉 with
multihash functions. Each element of 𝑉 corresponds to a slot
in the current frame at the same index location. If a tag is
assigned to a singleton slot using the 𝑗th hash function, the
reader sets the corresponding element to be 𝑗. The length
of an element is log2 𝐾 + 1 bits. After 𝐾 hash functions, if
one slot is not occupied successfully, the reader will set the
corresponding element in the hash-selection vector to zero,
and if a tag is not assigned to a singleton slot, the tag will
participate in the next frame.
The second phase includes several rounds. At beginning
of each round, the reader broadcasts the frame size 𝑓, a
random number 𝑟, and the hash-selection vector 𝑉 to the tags
in its communication region. If the hash-selection vector 𝑉 is
too long to transmit, it is divided into 96-bit segments and
each segment is transmitted in a time slot 𝑡id .
The tags will respond according to 𝑉 and we can determine which tags are cloned by examining the corresponding
slots. Recall that we allocate a singleton slot for each tag;
the corresponding slot will turn to a collision slot if a tag is
cloned. Once the tags received the request sent out by the
reader, each tag uses the same 𝐾 hash functions one by one
to find out the 𝐾 representative elements in 𝑉. If a tag is
mapped to an element with the value of 𝑗 with the 𝐻𝑗 hash
function, this tag knows it is assigned a singleton slot. Then
the tag calculates how many nonzero elements appear before
its indicator elements in 𝑉. Each nonzero element represents
a tag that is scheduled to respond in the corresponding time
slot. If there are 𝑞 nonzero elements before its indicator
elements, the tag should respond in the (𝑞 + 1)th time slots,
and it will not consider the remaining hash functions. If
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𝑅1𝑃𝑗 = 𝑃𝑗−1 + 𝑝 (1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 )

a tag does not find a singleton slot after using all the 𝐾 hash
functions, it will keep silence in this round and participate in
the next round. The above rounds are repeated until all tags
are checked.
4.5. Execution Time Analysis. The overall execution time of
CAIP is equal to the sum of the time taken by the reader
to identify the interrogated tags and identify all the cloned
tags. Within the interrogated tag identification, the reader
broadcasts a request command; then the tags transmit their
𝑤-bit Bloom filter vectors simultaneously. Neglecting the
transmission time, this time for identifying the interrogated
tags can be calculated as
𝑇1 = 𝑤 × 𝑡𝑠 = −

𝑛 × ln 𝑝
(ln 2)2

× 𝑡𝑠 .

(2)

To compute the expected execution time of cloned tags
identification, we need to determine how many rounds
an arbitrary tag is expected to participate in. Consider an
arbitrary tag 𝑡 and an arbitrary round that 𝑡 participates in.
Similar to the previous section, the frame size of each round
is 𝑚 , which is equal to the number of tags that participate in
this round. Let 𝑃𝑗 be the probability that tag 𝑡 is assigned to
a singleton slot after the first 𝑗 hash functions. When tag 𝑡 is
mapped to an element of 𝑉 and assigned to a singleton slot
successfully, it will calculate the amount of nonzero elements
before its indicator element to determine in which slot it
will respond. After this, the tag 𝑡 will not participate in the
remaining rounds.
We know that 𝑃1 = 𝑒−1 = 36.8%; now we continue to
calculate 𝑃𝑗 (𝑗 > 1). After the first 𝑗 − 1 hash functions
are used, there are two cases for the tags and the slots. The
first case is that tag 𝑡 has been assigned to a singleton slot
successfully and the probability is 𝑃𝑗−1 . The second case is
that tag 𝑡 has not been assigned to any singleton slot and the
probability is 1 − 𝑃𝑖−1 . These tags will participate in the 𝑗th
round. Since the number of tags is equal to the number of slots
in each round and the slot assignment is one-to-one mapping,
the probability for a slot to stay unoccupied after 𝑗 − 1 hash
functions is 1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 . In the 𝑗th round, tag 𝑗 is mapped to an
unoccupied slot with probability 1−𝑃𝑗−1 . For each of the other
𝑚 −1 tags, it participates in the 𝑗th round with the probability
1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 , and it is mapped to the same slot as tag 𝑡 does with
probability 1/𝑚 . Therefore, the probability 𝑝 for tag 𝑡 to be
the mapped to a singleton slot in the 𝑗th round can be written
as


1 𝑚 −1
𝑝 = (1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 ) (1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 )  )
𝑚


−(1−𝑃𝑗−1 )

≈ (1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 ) 𝑒

(3)

.

Now, we can derive a recursive formula for 𝑃𝑖 according
the above analysis. 𝑃𝑗 should be the sum of the two cases,
which are the probability for a tag to be assigned to a singleton
slot before by one of the first 𝑗 − 1 hash functions and the
probability to be assigned to a singleton slot by the 𝑗th hash
function.

2

= 𝑃𝑗−1 + (1 − 𝑃𝑗−1 ) 𝑒−(1−𝑃𝑗−1 ) .

(4)

Then, the expected number of rounds where tag 𝑡 participates in 𝐸(𝐾) can be calculated as
𝐾

𝐸 (𝐾) = ∑ (𝑗 × (1 − 𝑃𝐾 )

𝑗−1

𝑗=1

× 𝑃𝐾 ) =

1
.
𝑃𝐾

(5)

We can easily compute the total expected time in the
second phase. The expected number of rounds that an
arbitrary tag participates in is 1/𝑃𝐾 ; that is, each tag needs
1/𝑃𝐾 elements to be assigned to a slot. Recall that the length
of an element is log2 (𝐾 + 1) bits; hence the expected length
of required elements should be log2 (𝐾 + 1)/𝑃𝐾 . The expected
̃ determined in the interrogated tags
cardinality of tag set 𝑀
identification phase is 𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚). After being divided
into 96-fit segments, the expected time for the whole hashselection vector is ((𝑚+𝑝×(𝑛−𝑚))log2 (𝐾+1)/96𝑃𝐾 )𝑡id . Since
the tags are one-to-one responding and they must respond
to multiple bits to determine whether it is singleton slot or
collision slot, the total time for all tags to respond is expected
to be (𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚))𝑡𝑙 . We can compute the expected time
in the second phase as
𝑇2 =

(𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚)) log2 (𝐾 + 1)
𝑡id
96𝑃𝐾
+ (𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚)) 𝑡𝑙

=[

(6)

log2 (𝐾 + 1)
𝑡id + 𝑡𝑙 ] [𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚)] .
96𝑃𝐾

Based on the above analysis, the expected execution time
of CAIP, denoted as 𝑇, can be computed as follows:
𝑇=−

𝑛 × ln 𝑝
(ln 2)2

× 𝑡𝑠

log (𝐾 + 1)
+[ 2
𝑡id + 𝑡𝑙 ] [𝑚 + 𝑝 × (𝑛 − 𝑚)] .
96𝑃𝐾

(7)

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of CAIP through
numerous simulations. Since CAIP is the first protocol for
cloning attacks identification in multireader RFID systems,
we have no comparison when conducting simulations. To
show the good performance of our protocol, we compare
time with GREAT, which is proposed in [11] to detect cloning
attacks. In GREAT, the tags are expected to decide when
to respond according to their IDs such that tags with the
same ID always simultaneously respond. Tags with different
IDs could, however, respond either simultaneously or asynchronously. If tags with different IDs respond simultaneously
and cause a collision, we are likely to reconcile the collision
by further arbitrating access to the channel among them.
On the other hand, if a collision is due to responses from
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Table 1: Execution time comparison (in seconds) when 𝑛 = 10000 and 𝑚 = 0.1𝑛.
(𝑛, 𝑚)

GREAT
12.6
25.3
38.0
50.7
63.3
76.0
88.7
101.4
114.0
126.8

(5000, 500)
(10000, 1000)
(15000, 1500)
(20000, 2000)
(25000, 2500)
(30000, 3000)
(35000, 3500)
(40000, 4000)
(45000, 4500)
(50000, 5000)

𝑠=2
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

CAIP
0.6
1.3
1.8
2.5
3.1
3.7
4.4
5.0
5.6
6.3

16

𝑠 = 10
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

GREAT
6.5
13.1
19.7
26.2
32.8
39.4
45.9
52.5
59.1
65.6

CAIP
0.6
1.3
1.8
2.5
3.1
3.7
4.4
5.0
5.6
6.3

50

14
Transmission time (s)

Transmission time (s)

40
12
10
8
6

30

20

10

4
2
2

4

6
Number of tags

8

10
×104

p = 10−3
p = 10−4
p = 10−5

Figure 3: Transmission time with different 𝑝 when 𝑚 = 0.1𝑛.

tags with the same ID, it is hard to reconcile. It is worth
noting that GREAT can only detect whether there are cloned
tags or not and can not identify all the cloned tags. We also
make comparison with Polling Identification Protocol (PIP)
presented in Section 5.2, which is used for cloning attacks
identification.
5.1. Execution Time under Different Parameters. In our simulations, we set 𝐾 = 7. We first evaluate the performance
of CAIP under different values of Bloom filter false positive
𝑝 (𝑝 = 10−3 , 𝑝 = 10−4 , and 𝑝 = 10−5 ) when 𝑚 = 0.1𝑛,
which is shown in Figure 3. It is noted that the execution time
decreases with the increasing of 𝑝. Hence, in the following
comparison with the other protocols we set 𝑝 = 10−3 . We
also evaluate CAIP with different 𝑛, which varies from 20000
to 100000, when 𝑝 = 10−3 . For each value of 𝑚, we set
𝑚 = 0.1𝑛, 𝑚 = 0.2𝑛, 𝑚 = 0.3𝑛, and 𝑚 = 0.4𝑛, shown in
Figure 4. It is shown that the execution time increases with
the value of 𝑚.

0
2

4

6
Number of tags

m = 0.1n
m = 0.2n

8

10
×104

m = 0.3n
m = 0.4n

Figure 4: Transmission time with different 𝑚 when 𝑝 = 10−3 .

5.2. Performance Comparison. We also performed extensive
simulations to compare the performance of our CAIP with
the most related work, GREAT and PIP. The two protocols do
not consider the multireader environment; that is, the reader
has no knowledge about tags located in its interrogation
region. Therefore, for the PIP, the reader must check all the
tags to identify all the cloned tags, and for GREAT the reader
must examine all the tags to detect cloning attacks.
Table 1 illustrates the execution time of GREAT, PIP, and
CAIP when 𝑛 = 10000 and 𝑚 = 0.1𝑛. In this simulation, we
set the number of cloned tags 𝑠 = 2 and 𝑠 = 10, respectively.
It is shown that CAIP outperforms all the other protocols.
For example, when 𝑠 = 2, the time taken by CAIP is only
5% of that taken by GREAT, and it is 4% or so of PIP. When
𝑠 = 10, the time taken by CAIP is only 10% of that taken by
GREAT, and it is 4% or so of PIP. It is noted that the time
taken by GREAT increases when the number of cloned tags 𝑠
decreases, while it has nothing to do with 𝑠 for PIP and CAIP,
since GREAT is used to detect if there are cloning attacks and
PIP and CAIP are proposed for identifying all the cloned tags.
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Table 2: Execution time comparison (in seconds) when 𝑛 = 10000 and 𝑚 = 0.3𝑛.

(𝑛, 𝑚)
(5000, 1500)
(10000, 3000)
(15000, 4500)
(20000, 6000)
(25000, 7500)
(30000, 9000)
(35000, 10500)
(40000, 12000)
(45000, 13500)
(50000, 15000)

GREAT
12.6
25.3
38.0
50.7
63.3
76.0
88.7
101.4
114.0
126.8

𝑠=2
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

CAIP
1.9
3.7
5.6
7.5
9.4
11.2
13.1
15.0
16.9
18.7

GREAT
6.5
13.1
19.7
26.2
32.8
39.4
45.9
52.5
59.1
65.6

𝑠 = 10
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

CAIP
1.9
3.7
5.6
7.5
9.4
11.2
13.1
15.0
16.9
18.7

𝑠 = 10
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

CAIP
6.2
12.5
18.7
24.9
31.2
37.4
43.6
49.9
56.1
62.3

Table 3: Execution time comparison (in seconds) when 𝑛 = 10000 and 𝑚 = 𝑛.
(𝑛, 𝑚)
(5000, 5000)
(10000, 10000)
(15000, 15000)
(20000, 20000)
(25000, 25000)
(30000, 30000)
(35000, 35000)
(40000, 40000)
(45000, 45000)
(50000, 50000)

GREAT
12.6
25.3
38.0
50.7
63.3
76.0
88.7
101.4
114.0
126.8

𝑠=2
PIP
16.0
32.0
48.0
64.0
80.0
96.0
112.0
128.0
144.0
160.0

Tables 2 and 3 show the execution time when 𝑚 =
0.3𝑛 and 𝑚 = 𝑛, respectively. We observe that CAIP still
achieves the highest time efficiency compared with the other
protocols. When 𝑠 = 2, 𝑚 = 0.3𝑛, the time taken by CAIP is
only 15% of that taken by GREAT, and it is 12% or so of PIP.
When 𝑠 = 2, 𝑚 = 𝑛, the time taken by CAIP is only 50%
of that taken by GREAT and 39% or so of PIP. It should be
stressed that our proposed CAIP can identify all the cloned
tags, while GREAT can only detect whether there are cloned
tags.

CAIP
6.2
12.5
18.7
24.9
31.2
37.4
43.6
49.9
56.1
62.3

GREAT
6.5
13.1
19.7
26.2
32.8
39.4
45.9
52.5
59.1
65.6

of Bloom filter and multiple hash functions to improve the
time efficiency. Apart from this, we also exploit the physical
layer information to further reduce the operation time. We
evaluate the performance of CAIP through extensive simulations. The results show that CAIP can identify all cloned tags
in large-scale RFID systems fairly fast with required accuracy.
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